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Discovery Research has been providing the insights that fuel change for clients since 1996. We are here
to help combine customer insights with industry knowledge to help move things forward for your brands

Firstly let’s set the scene: Today the government job retention scheme went live and it is estimated that 10
million workers details will be submitted by companies across the UK in the next few weeks with more to
follow should the lock down conditions be further extended. More than a quarter of companies in the UK have
temporarily closed because of the Corona virus lock-down and the majority of those still operating have
reported lower turnover, according to the Office for National Statistics.
This is typified by Richard Branson who has asked for government assistance to save Virgin Airways, and with
it, the airline sector as a whole. We have also seen high profile struggles of Oasis, Debenhams and Cath-Kidson
all entering administration and the high street staples of Arcadia potentially closing 100+ stores.

At home we read these stories and watch the stats around infection rates
and lives lost and can’t help but worry about our jobs and the fate of the
companies that we know and rely upon. This all means that UK Consumer
confidence is at its lowest since it was started to be measured by GfK in
1974. It decreased sharply by 25 points to -34 between the first and last
two weeks of March. In addition, the measure tracking people’s outlook for
the general economic situation over the next 12 months decreased by 29
points to -56, compared with the -27 score recorded in mid-March.
Expectations for personal finances over the next year were also hit, with the
measure down 20 points to -17.
As a result we are already seeing direct messaging from
high street banks that they are not only here to ‘help and
support at this time’ but that they are strong, stable and
that your money is therefore safe – and reminding us about
the FSCS £85k per person assurance. An implicit message
that we are not in the same situation as the banking crisis.
Key service messages have also begun to appear as
behaviours start to mirror other markets - Oliver Wyman
reported that China’s financial services sector experienced
900% traffic spikes in key digital channels during the
outbreak. We think that new online actions will form
lasting behaviours with customers unlikely to return to
analog channels, BUT while most UK banks have a strong
digital presence and many of us are already familiar with
remote services there will still be a need for education and
reassurance around security and ease of use for some
segments. How banks manage and support customers will
help to define them.

As we enter the second phase of lock down we think we will see more financial institutions moving from the
empathetic support / managing service expectations to the more tangible assistance messages for those
financially exposed. Admiral Insurance have recently written to customers to pass on the cost saving of lower
claim rates in the form of a £25 refund per policy. It is here that the traditional banks will struggle vs. the
challengers and certainly the Building Societies whose members come first.
There is still a healthy miss-trust of Banks leading to the rise of Hero Guidance coming in the form of Martin
Lewis and his tips of how to interpret and navigate the financial world. This gives rise to the opportunity for
financial organisations researching communications to ensure that they are being clear and using plain English
- Our classic TCF values BUT also that they are paying clear attention to the brand archetype that they are
communicating at the same time - Using this approach Discovery can help evaluate more than just the face
value of your communications

INTEREST RATES & SAVINGS

OVERDRAFTS & MORTGAGES

In an effort to help protect the UK’s economy the
base rate of interest went down to 0.25% and then
0.1% in quick succession. For savers, this
compounds many years of negative impact and
providers such as Marcus have already reduced
rates three times in as many months in response.

There is much to be positive about the pro-active
messaging from banks such as NatWest around
payment holidays for borrowers, but many people tell
us that they are still scared by the prospect of even
asking for this assistance as they believe it will have
repercussions.

There are a huge number of people affected in very
different ways - from those most vulnerable who
since the financial crisis have had very little incentive
or means to save, and therefore haven't got enough
emergency savings to fall back on (In the UK 4 in 10
adults have less than £500 saved according to some
reports) - Those helping to promote little and often
savings based on data observations and behavioural
nudges will be a significant opportunity to turn this
around as we come out of the crisis. Support to save
will be a big trend.

From a wider perspective: The Bank of England credit
conditions survey showed a drop in expected demand
for mortgage loans, although lenders are planning to
increase credit to businesses in the second quarter.
Carried out between March 6 and 20, just before the
lock down, the proportion of lenders reporting rising
demand for mortgages minus those reporting a
deterioration fell to minus 71 for the next three
months, from 27 when reporting on the first three
months of the year. Many more lenders also expect to
issue less credit to households in the next three
months, with the balance falling to minus 23 in the
next three months compared to 3 in the three months
to March. The Bank of England survey also showed
that lenders expect default rates to rise in the next
three months for both households and businesses.

Low rates are impacting retirement capabilities for
those who have savings as their main source of
income - and research shows that this is the majority
(so lets forget any investment bubble that higher
income earners might live in) these people will find it
increasingly hard to live day to day let alone beyond.
The companies who think about how this group are
supported moving forward will be applauded.
BUT for those lucky enough not to be furloughed and
who are able to work at home, there is less travel,
less eating out, ultimately less on the credit card at
the end of the month bar more food shopping These people are actually seeing a short term
increase in disposable income. We have spoken to
people in our vox pops state of the nation research
that show some families estimate they are currently
£500 a month better off through enforced working
from home. These people are able to save more but
don't see options that are worth the perceived effort.
This is why we have also seen the drop in interest
rates prompt savers to look elsewhere for returns:
Some are looking to Premium Bonds and other
packaged accounts that bring a different style of
financial reward, “Its nothing in interest or the
potential to win something on the premium bonds – I
have gone with the bonds” – Male 47 London
We predict there will be an increase in non-traditional
savings products such as ‘lite’ investment platforms,
community savings and other lottery style wining
based ideas. An area that the challengers such as
Moneybox, Acorns and Round look poised to take.

Overdrafts are in the midst of major changes withe
the FCA applying its simple fee / rate ruling and banks
responding with significant OD rate increases as a
result. This has left many struggling to work out what
it means for them as the FCA claims most will benefit
BUT few in reality feel that they will.
The good news is that most banks have relaxed these
changes or delayed them - instead providing interest
free buffer zones for those that need this facility Again largely FCA driven we applaud their actions and
those banks that have gone further than the minimum
to offer entire overdrafts interest free.

Banks are already being inundated with requests for credit and are being forced to make urgent and
“distressed” credit decisions. These requests will only increase in the coming weeks as cash reserves run
down and clients look to banks to deliver the hundreds of billions of lending support that the government has
promised. We will follow up on the SME sector in a later Isolation Inspiration piece.
What we know from all of these observations is that the banking
industry that will have the greatest single influence on the United
Kingdom economy, and how businesses and consumers are impacted
by the emerging crisis. Poorly organised, knee-jerk reactions could lead
inadvertently to banks amplifying the impact of the outbreak. Well
structured, considered and organised approaches will serve to dampen.
Very different to the financial crisis where many banks were bailed out,
the public and companies are now looking to the banks to now bail
them out and see a bigger picture of economic security and their
futures - a cyclical relationship if you like, where we helped you, now we
are asking for help in return. BUT the combination of Covid-19, comes
on top of pre-existing commercial challenges for banks (low interest
rates and a weak economy) which means that while we are all looking
for flexibility and quick credit decisions it is not a stretch to imagine a
situation where triggers are hit and these lead to a suppressing of credit
to the economy, particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises
who just cant provide banks with the security that they need.
A very fine balancing act will develop over the next few months.

SOME KEY QUESTIONS DISCOVERY CAN HELP YOU WITH:
What are people thinking about your brand right now?
AND what are the emerging macro trends that will affect you,
your customers and the development of products / service s
and communications as a result

Whatever your challenge we are here to help:
We are experts at remote research methodologies
- we created and run the online platform The Thinking Shed
We can Provide quick 'health check' qual and quant reactions
- collating resources and adding our own quant &
qualitative tracking info around key topics
- The ability to tailor questions to your needs and brand
for a low cost commitment
Provide consultancy when you might not want to
reach out to customers
- Maybe you don't want to reach out just yet, but need an
opinion e.g. regarding communication messaging, just
ask our opinion and we will point a collective
100yrs of experience at it for you

Contact us:
020 73594963
alan@discoveryres.co.uk

